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About This Game

The Doritos VR Battle is a highly interactive VR game based on movement and agility skills. A game you play alone or with
your friends taking turns to beat each others scores. Find your way through the dark universe and use your weapons to battle the

enemy.
The game is created to make sure players use all the possibilities of the HTC VIVE. Enter an immersive world and make sure

you survive without taking a hit. Afraid of heights? Even a bigger challenge.
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Title: Doritos VR Battle
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Capitola VR
Publisher:
Capitola VR
Release Date: 4 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970 equivalent or higher

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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It could be better but honestly right now I would recommend this game to anyone as there are better games of this type for a
lower price. Great insight from the developers about the conception of the now completed Doorways series. If you're a fan of
the series then this is an interesting experience with a little platforming on the side.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d44eFjOo1lY. I finally got around to playing this 2006 expansion (11 years old) to a 2004
game (13 years ago) that at the time was a true gamechanger and a "game of the year" level historical RTS game. The age is
important to note because from my experience, the lack of recent patches has made the game buggy on, say, Windows 10. There
was a particular bug which sometimes (maybe 33%?) led to game crashes in the transition from the battlefield back to the world
map. What that meant (and because the battlefield can take a while) is that I had to do frequently crazy saves (some 2-3 minutes
apart). And that's because there's nothing quite as annoying as pulling off a brilliant battlefield win (that you easily could have
lost)... and then have to do it all over again !

Okay, so how is Alexander besides the bug? I'm a Total War fan/player, but I have to say... they sort of just didn't try that hard
with this expansion, which ostensibly attempts to track the life, conquering, and world building of Alexander the Great. There
are a few things R:TW-A gets really, really, wrong. First of all, the campaign doesn't include the Indians (and their elephants!),
so the end game is really lacking. The Persians also don't seem as intimidating as they are often portrayed in other games (and
movies). The game also *discourages* the sort of world building and infrastructure type stuff that we know Alexander and the
Macedonians brought to Asia, giving all of those peoples a common thread. Instead, one of the best strategies is to just burn
cities down and move on. That's not what Alexander the Great was about.

Having said all that, I played the expansion to the very end. It was a long slog. And unfortunately.... I have had better campaigns
from fanmade mods. My suggestion: C+ - a solid pass for all but the most loyal Total War fans.. It's pretty, the mechanics are
interesting, and the first hour is pretty enjoyable. It's not a bad game. I wouldn't recommend it, though. I got it in a bundle, and
it's not the type of game I would normally buy.

The main reason I'm saying no is that the game gave me no compelling reason to keep playing. This is a problem I see in a lot of
puzzle games. The short puzzles are fun and satisfying, but once I get to the more complicated ones, I start wondering why I'm
doing this. Sure, you get some short, cryptic quotes at the beginning of each level, but they seem to have no relation to the game
or the world in which the game takes place. It just comes across as pretentious.

This would have been alleviated if there were something to break up the monotony and provide motivation, like maybe
something brain-dead that lets you cool your brain off a bit and explore the lore of the world around you. Maybe celebrate your
past victories in some way. As it is, it's just short puzzles, then medium puzzles, then long puzzles, then really convoluted
puzzles, then you're done. I only made it through about the first 25 or so levels, so maybe there's a spectacular ending that makes
it all seem worthwhile, but I kinda doubt it. I need more than that, and I think the average gamer does, too.

This wasn't made for the average gamer, though, so if you're a puzzle game mega-fan, this game is for you, and this review is
not. Buy it and enjoy your four hours of content.. Unable to run. Crashes to bug report on startup.. This is a fun, cheap game.
You give aircraft a path to land on the airfiled and keep multiple aircraft on the screen from crashing into each other. It gets
pretty challenging when you have 5+ airplanes or helicopters trying to land in the same area.
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Why this game has no autofire? Anyway you need to press a button to shoot non-stop.
Stats on the bottom of the screen is not readable, and you do not even have time to check them.
No "real" level-trasitions (mean no time to relax for a bit).
Translation to russian is terrible.. No review needed - a masterpiece classic, must have!. This is like the Dynasty Warriors of
Plants vs. Zombies. You grind and grind and level up and then mow down hordes of enemies. That is all this game has to offer;
but sometimes that's all I'm in the mood for, so I give it a weak thumbs up.

Positives:
+ It's simple and plays fast.
+ If you like grinding and leveling up, you can do plenty of that in this game.
+ Enjoyable game play, particularly if you like Plants vs. Zombies-esque games.

Negatives:
- I really didn't enjoy the story. I'm not an otaku, but I know enough about anime to know that this took all the common tropes
of anime, and just threw them together. This game brought absolutely nothing new to the table storywise.
- The humor (and just the writing in general) really grated on my nerves. It felt like everything fell flat.
- Grindy. If you like grinding, great. But if you don't, you won't enjoy this game much.
. This game isnt awful, i got my moneys worth.. As a prototype, this game was just amazing. The affects, and feeling it gave,
really made it worth the challenges. The horror aspect, plus the challenging parkour kept you on your toes. Because of how
amazed I was of this game, I did in fact get Doorways: Underworld. I extremely recommend this game and all the others, they're
simply an amazing mix of horror, parkour, and strategic puzzles.
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